Deluxe Tent Shower Instructions
Congratulations on purchasing a Deluxe Tent Shower - a hot-pressurized
shower that can be used inside a tent.

You will find the following components:
Large tub with hose connector
Drain hose
Popup enclosure with nylon fabric attached to
capture and drain shower water
Wooden dowel – shower rod
Shower curtain and rings (inside the popup
enclosure bag)
Bamboo shower mat
Pump sprayer with on/off spray handle
Drainpipe with cap

To assemble:
-Open and stand up the popup enclosure
-Attach the hose to the tub. The hose is best
placed in the back of the enclosure where it can
drain outside the tent. You might need to cut a
small hole in your tent to accommodate the hose.
-Slide the shower rings/shower curtain over the
shower rod and rest the rod on the Velcro loops
inside on each side of the door *See picture below
-Place shower mat in bottom of tub
Important - Place tub against back wall and in
middle of the sidewalls so the nylon fabric will
drape into tub.

To use:
Pour hot/warm water in the pump sprayer. Pump the handle up and down until the tank is pressurized. Place
the pump sprayer inside the popup next to the tub.
Connect the nylon fabric with the Velcro tabs across the front of the tub. Then drape the shower curtain over the
nylon so that the water will hit the curtain and drain into the tub.
There is enough room in the popup for a small chair to be used for dressing. You can also add a bath mat.
Should you want to use the enclosure for something other than a shower, there are small Velcro tabs on each
side near the front to hold up the nylon fabric. Place the shower curtain behind the nylon fabric when not in use.
Tips: If you are in a situation where the wastewater causes a hazardous
muddy spot, you might dig a hole and bury the provided drainpipe. Place the
end of the drain hose in the drainpipe so the water will drain underground.
The cap is provided to keep dirt out of the pipe when not in use. If you want
to salvage the wastewater, dig a hole, place a bucket in the hole, and allow the
hose to drain into the bucket.
When using the shower in freezing weather, it is suggested to drain the hose
and store it in your tent to avoid freezing and clogging the hose.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Michael Robertson
deluxecamping@gmail.com
DeluxeCamping.com

*Shower Rod Position

